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BUGS J MAN Meets A Very Special
Visitor From Purcell, Oklahoma

Photo by Marian Alton

The Holden family made a long round trip from Purcell to see “Stelen” in person and to
visit the Ingersoll Ranch. They plan to breed their loud colored ApHC Alias King daughter
to him, and to add to that outstanding pedigree Marian was amazed to see the mare’s
maternal grandsire goes back to grandfather Alton’s remount stallion, Reno Alec (TB)!
Please, see related story.
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Photo by Mark Holden

Stelen says, “Look at this! The photographer is finally in a picture
with me!”

BUGS J MAN Has More Special Visitors
“Stelen” asks his buddy,
Sooner member, Larry
Colley, “Uh oh, are these
strangers vets or farriers?”
Then relaxes when he
knows they’re visitors,
Dale and Kim Bates from
Big Cabin, Oklahoma.

Dale and Kim deserve recognition from all of us for what they’re planning as a first time
venture. They want to breed their sorrel AQHA mare to an Appaloosa. They’d seen last year’s
“Stelen” flyer on the Orscheln store bulletin board at Pryor, Oklahoma, and Kim called Marian.
Kim told Marian that their mare was not race bred and thought Marian might not know the
halter and performance pedigree. Marian’s cheerful response was, “Try me…” and Kim said,
“She goes back to Jackie Bee.” Marian replied, “Jackie Bee was a gray stud and he could do
anything! One of Frank Holmes best chapters in the Legends series, I thought, was on Jackie
Bee.” The Bates mare is also Hygro Leo, Impressive, Skipper, etc. breeding. And—as always, it’s
a small world. Dale and Kim use the Pryor vet hospital as we do and live just down the road
from Dr. Carl Propp who is friends with Joleta’s vet and Joleta.

“Stelen” says, “It’s no fun with Larry and
Randy Kirkes being in Cahoots.”

Jerry and Black Annie Hands enjoy
sunshine after wind and snow. April
26th will be her 36th birthday.

Marian says hello to Joleta’s black
AQHA stallion, Mai Kai.

Marian waited seven years to own a Lightning Bug B daughter, Lightning Kat, and thanks to
Jim and Miriam Lovell for parting with “Kat,” she will be bred to Joleta’s black stallion, AQHA
Mai Kai who has sired a black blanket foal awhile back.
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